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I　Foreword
　The　supreme　court　on　march　24，2000　for　the　first　time　ruled　the　legal
responsibity　of　the　employer　for　the　giant　Dentsu’s　24　years　old　employee’s
suicide　from　overwork　including　service　overtime．　Prime　minister　Yoshiro
Mori　answeared　that　service　overtime　is　not　always　wrong，　but　just　later
he　retracted　his　former　statement　and　said　that　it　was　an　offence　against
the　Labor　Standards　Law“a　crime”（the　budget　committee　of　the　Lower
House，　Apri125，2000）．
Why　does　a　promising　young　worker　kill　himself　？Why　is　service　over－
time　work（a　crime）spreading　？
With　such　problems　I　should　like　to　study　and　explain　the　background
and　legal　content　of　Karoshi，　dead　from　overwork．
II　　Labor　Contract
1　Worker　and　Life
　Aworker　does　not　sell　his　life　to　an　employer，　but　his　power　of　work　to
live　on　the　wages．
　According　to　the　Labor　Standards　Law　the　worker　is　defined　indiscrim－
inably　of　the　kinds　of　occupation　as　one　who　is　employed　in　the　enterprises
or　o伍ces　and　receives　wage　therefrom（article　9）．　And　the　wage　is　de一
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丘ned　as　the　wage，　salary，　allowance，　bonas　and　every　other　payment　to　the
worker　from　the　employer　as　remuneration　of　labor　under　wahtever　name
they　may　be　called（article　11）．　Moreover　working　hours　and　increased
wages　for　overtime　work　are　stipulated，　and　the　persons　who　violated　shall
be　punished　with　a　penal　servitude　not　exceeding　6　months　or　with　a　fine
not　exceeding　300，000　yen（article　32，37，114　and　119）．
　On　the　other　hand　according　to　the　Trade　Union　Law　the　workers　shall　be
those　who　live　on　their　wages，　salaries　or　other　remuneration　assimiliable
thereto　regardless　of　the　kind　of　occupation（article　3）．
　　But　the　death　or　suicide　from　overwork　and　the　decisions　of　the　courts
have　been　recently　reported　by．newspaper　or　television，in　Japan．　It’s　be－
cause　Japanese　worker　is　very　weak．
2　Weakness　of　Japanese　Worker
　Japanese　himself　is　very　weak　and　has　no　personality　because　Japanese
individual　was　repressed　and　protected　by　government．　Therefore　the　Con－
stitution　of　Japan　stipulates　that　all　of　the　peoPle　shall　be　resp6cted　as
individuals（article　13）．
　Aworker　is　specially　weak　to　an　employer　in　employment．　An　individual
worker　does　not　stand　on　equality　with　an　employer　because　a　worker　has
in　pinciple　only　the　power　of　labor　and　accepts　the　working　conditions
which　an　employer　one－sindedly　decides　and　proposes．　After　a　worker　is
employed，　he　is　desciplined　even　a　laughing　way　to　impress　the　customers
favorably　and　sometimes　forced　to　hold　a　employear’s　creed．　Therefore　a
worker　sell　not　only　his　power　of　labor，　but　also　his　soul　and　body　to　an
employer．　Thereby　a　worker　becomes“a　company　person”．　The　company
persons　may　bear　overwork　or　death　from　overwork．
　If　there　is　a　union，　It　may　help　a　worker　who　is　weak　and　sells　body　and
soul　to　an　employer．　But　Japan’s　organized　labor　percentage　is　today　low
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and　about　21．5　percent　of　the　total　workers（The　Labor　Ministry　Survey，
December　19，2000），　and　almost　trade　unions　are　company　unions．　The
unions　once　fought　hard　against　their　companies　or　government，　but　they
are　today　comparatively　cooperative　and　from　now　on，　it　shall　be　expecta－
tive　for　trade　unions　to　check　the　arbitary　companies　and　to　supervise　the
government．
3　Responsibility　for　Death　from　Overwork
　The　Supreme　Court　March　24，2000　placed　the　legal　responsibility　for
Dentsu　Inc．　in　Dentsu　suicide　case．　The　cause　of　the　case　was　long　work－
ing　hours　including　long　working　and　discretionary　hours　for　which　the
company’s　Iegal　responsibility　was　placed　and　also　a　trade　union　was　re－
sponsible　for　them．
　Reading　the　history　of　the　world　trade　unions，　the　reduction　of　work－
ing　hours　was　realized　as　the　results　of　trade　union　struggles．　On　the
contrary　Japan’s　long　working　hours　were　critisized　by　foreign　countries
and　the　government　adopted　the　policy　of　the　reduction　of　working　hours．
Nevertheless　the　workers　chose　a　way　to　work　for　long　hours　if　possible
and　worked　overtime　without　pay，　service　overtime．　Many　trade　unions
neglected　the　overwork　or　service　overtime．　The　death　or　suicide　from
overwork　has　been　born．
III　Long　Working　Hours　and　Laws
　Japan’s　long　working　hours　were　world－famous．　Even　now　they　are　un－
changeably．
1　The　Ilhctory　I．aw
The　drafter　of　the　Factory　Law（March　29，1911），　the　Social　Bureau　Chief，
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Minoru　Oka　stated　about　the　drafting　that　workers　were　kinds　of　tool
necessary　for　the　masters　of　factories．　Gennoske　Yokoyama　was　violently
against　regarding　worker（human　being）in　the　same　light　with　machine
and，　though　Japanese　workers　worked　for　long　hours　they　did　not　like　to
work　for　long　hours，　but　were　forced　to　work　so　long　hours　because　they
were　difificult　to　support　their　normal　conditions　of　life　by　normal　working
hours（Gennoske　Yokoyama，　Nippon　no　Kaso　Shakai“Japan’s　Lower　Social
Stratum”Iwanami　Bunko　Han　S．218）．
　The　Factory　Law　prohibited　more　than　ll　hours　a　day　and　provided　two
rest　days　a　month　for　only　the　persons　under　16　years　of　age　and　female
workers　who　should　become　or　give　birth　to　the　future　strong　soldiers．　The
employers　may　legally　employ　the　male　workers　over　16　years　of　age　freely
for　more　than　ll　hours　a　day．　And　by　a　contract　the　worker　is　oblized
to　obey　the　employer’s　instruction　concerning　wages　and　working　hours
（Wakizo　Hosoi，　Joko　Aishi“Pathetic　Episodes　in　the　Lives　of　Female　Mill
Hands”Sanichi　Shobo　Han　S．64，65）
　　U．S．　A　and　ILO　concerning　Working　Hour
　In　comparison　with　Japan’s　meiji　period　of　Factory　Law，　first　I　should　like
to　aim　at　United　States　America　before　the　first　World　War．　Are　the　regula－
tive　laws　of　long　working　hours　contrary　to　the　contract　freedom　provisions
of　the　Constitution？The　controversy　raged　round　this　point．　In　the　1800’s
according　to　the　decisions　of　the　courts　the　laws　were　contrary　to　the　con－
stitution　because　they　are　intervention　in　civilian　and　fundamental　rights．
But　in　the　1900’s　according　to　the　court　the　state　is　authorized　to　intervene
in　the　contract　between　enterployer　and　worker．　T．　R．　Commons　and　T．　B．
Andrews，　Principle　of　Labor　Legislation，　S．523　cites　two　principles　of　the
decisions，（1）Public　Benefit（2）Equal　Protection．（1）The　Law　against　the
work　over　ten　hours　a　day　is　useful　for　health，　peace，　morality　and　genera1
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benefit（1912　State　v．　Lumber　Co．，102　miss，802，1914　State　v．　Bunting　71
0re．259）．（2）The　8　hours　law　of　underground　mine　work　a　day　supports
the　equal　protection　of　bargaining　powers（1898　Holden　v．　Hardy，169　u．s．
369）（Commons　and　Andrews，　op．　cit．，　s．562）
　At　the　end　of　the　first　world　war　Versailles　Peace　Treaty　established　ILO
（International　Labor　Organization）and　declared　nine　principles　including　8
working　hours　system．
　ILO　adopted　8　working　hours　convention　of　the　industry　in　the　first　gen－
eral　meeting　and　later　the　other　conventions　and　recomendations　concerning
working　hours，　rest　day　or　annual　vacation　with　pay，　but　Japan　opPosed　all
these　ones　or　abstained　from　voting　them．　These　conventions　and　recomen－
dations　expect　not　only　to　supPort　health　but　also　to　bear　the　international
peace　by　the　disolution　of　trade　frictions．　Japan’s　long　working　hours　were
criticized　in　the　international　stage，　and　Japan　seceded　from　ILO　in　1933
and　rushed　into　war．
2　The　Labor　Standards　I、aw
After　the　defeat　of　the　Second　WorId　War　Japan　sweared　the　rebirth　as　a
democratic　and　peaceful　state．　As　an　evidence　of　the　orth　Japan　stipulated
the　Labor　Standards　Law　in　1946．
Article　l　of　the　law　declares　as　principle　of　working　condition“Working
condition　must　be　that　which　should　meet　the　need　of　the　worker　who　lives
Iife　worthy　of　human　being．　The　standard　of　working　condition　a伍xed
by　this　Law　is　minimum．　Therefore　parties　of　labor　relation　must　not
reduce　working　condition　with　excuse　of　this　standard　and，　instead，　should
endeavor　to　raise　the　working　condition”．
　　But　working　hours　provisions　had　too　many　exceptions　and　long　working
hours　did　not　disappear．　After　the　years　of　rapid　economic　growth　in
the　1960’s　international　criticism　for　Japan’s　long　working　hours　continued
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again．　These　stipulations　have　been　after　some　steps　revised　and　enforced
by　the　government　on　April　1，1998　for　eleven　years　since　1987．　In　Japan
forty　hours　a　week　have　been　realized．
　　Exsisting　Working　Hours　and　Vacations　Stipulations
Working　Hours　The　employer　shall　not　employ　the　worker　more　than
40hours　a　week，8hours　a　day　excluding　recess（article　32）．
　　Rest　Days　The　employer　shall　provide　at　least　one　rest　day　a　week　to
the　worker．
　　The　stipulation　does　not　apply　to　the　employers　who　provide　four　or　more
rest－days　during　four　weeks（article　35）．
　　Overtime　working　and　Working　on　Rest　Day　The　employer　shall　ob－
serve　the　three　law　principles（1）Reaching　the　article　36　agreement　with
the　trade　union　when　there　is　a　union　which　is　composed　of　the　majority　of
the　worker　at　the　working　place　or　with　persons　representing　majority　of
workers　when　there　is　not　such　a　union　and　submitting　the　written　agree－
ment　to　the　administration　ofHce（article　36）．（2）Paying　the　increased　rate
wages（article　37）（3）Obtaining　the　consent　of　the　worker　by　the　individual
consent　of　worker，　the　rule　of　employment　or　trade　agreement．
　　Annual　Vacation　with　pay　The　employer　shall　grant　ten－days　annual
vacation　with　pay　consecutively　or　separately　to　the　workers　who　have　been
employed　for　six　months　and　were　present　over　eighty　percent　of　the　whole
working　days（article　39）．
　　The　employer　shall　grant　an　increased　annual　vacation　wlth　pay　amount－
ing　to　one　day　per　one　continued　year　in　addition　to　the　annual　vacation
specified　in　the　foregoing　paragraph　to　the　workers　who　have　worked　con－
tinuously　for　two　years．
　The　employer　shall　from　third　year　grant　an　increased　amount　vacation
with　pay　amounting　to　two　days　per　one　continued　year　in　addition　to　the
annual　vacation，　and　therefore　the　employer　shall　from　the　sixth　year　grant
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20day　annual　vacation．
　　Penal　Provisions　　Person　who　violated　the　stipulation　of　article　32，
article　35，　proviso　of　article　360r　article　39　shall　be　punished　with　a　penal
servitude　not　exceeding　6　months　or　with　a丘ne　not　exceeding　300，000　yen
（article　119）．
　　France　and　Germany　et　cetera　　In　France　thirty且ve　hours　a　week　have
been　already　enforced　by　law．　In　Germany　thirty丘ve　hours　or　thereabout
aweek　are　realized　by　industrial　agreement．　In　England　forty　eight　hours
aweek　including　overtimes　is　enforced．
　　In　the　industrial　countries，　France，　Germany　or　U．　S。　A．　on　the　like，　over－
time　working　and　working　on　rest　day　with　increased　rate　wages　are　ex－
ceptional　and　require　each　time　worker’s　consent．
　　The　paid　vacations　are　thirty　days　a　year　including　two　continuous　weeks
in　France（law）and　Germany（about　by　agreement），　and　four　weeks　a　year
in　England．
　　The　worker　exercises　his　right　to　use　paid　vacations．　If　in　Germany
aworker　fails　to　do　so，　he　may　be　regarded　as　a　mental　sick　person，　I
understand．　If　in　U．　S．　A．　a　worker　does　not　exercise　his　right　to　use　paid
vacations，　it　becomes　a　debt　for　an　employer．
About　forty　years　ago　I　saw　and　talked　with　a　carpenter　in　Canada．　When
acarpenter　finished　his　work，　he　did　not　clean　the　scene．　If　he　cleans　the
scene，　he　may　take　a　cleaner’s　job．　I　suppose　that　taking　another　person’s
job　is　in　a　sense　a　crime．
　　If　a　worker　reduces　his　working　hour　and　gives　a　part　of　his　job　to
another，　another　gets　it．　It　in　a　sense　a　work－sharing．　May　I　say　that　such
awork－sharing　has　been　in　France　found　for　a　long　time　P
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IV　The　Lega1　Sense　of　the　Japanese　Worker・Service　Overtime
　36agreement　Japanese　employer　shall　reach　the　agreement　with　the
representative　of　the　workers　in　order　to　let　the　enployee　work　overtimes．
If　an　employer　let　an　employee　work　overtime　without　article　36　agreement，
he　is　punished（article　32，　article　36　and　article　119）．　Therefore　article　36
agreement　is　only　a　resolutive　clause　of　punishment　and　overtime　work
shall　be　strictly　exceptive．
　But　Japanese　employees　rather　want　the　agreement　and　overtime　work，
Just　after　the　war’s　end　they　had　to　work　hard　to　maintain　the　poor　living
of　the　defeated　nation．　During　the　years　of　rapid　economic　growth　they
worked　to　pursue　a　better　standard　of　Iiving．　And　in　the　years　of　recession
also　they　worked　hard　to　prevent　collapse　of　their　company　and　to　protect
their　living．　The　same　conditions　of　life　have　continued　in　Japan　after　the
end　of　the　Second　world　war　although　Japan’s　economy　made　inroads　into
the　world　market．
　According　to　the　ministry　investigation　of　public　opinion　abo．ut　the　work－
ing　hours　and　rest　days（Novemvers　22，1986），　the　number　of　the　workers
who　desire　the　increase　of　the　incomes　is’over．　the　number　of　the　workers
who　desire　the　reduction　of　the　working　hours．
　According　to　Rengo’s　investigation　overtime　hours　a　month　were　18　hours
in　1994　and　since　then　they　have　continued　to　increase，　and　in　2000　they　are
23hours　a　month．
　Service　Overtime　with　Criminal　and　Civil　Punishment　Japanese　em－
ployees　have　continued　to　work　hard　for　more丘fty　years　after　the　end　of
the　war，　and　have　sometimes　or　frequentry　done　so－called“service　overtime
work”which　went　unrecorded　and　unpaid．
　Unpaid　overtime　violates　the　Labor　Standards　Law　and　is　punished　with
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apenal　servitude　or　a　fine（article　37，　article　119）．　And　the　employer　is
requested　by　the　court　to　pay　the　same　amount　of　additional　payment　in
addition　to　the　unpaid　money　which　the　employer　should　have　paid　under
article　37（article　114）．
　　Sanwa　International　Operation　Service　Case　　Therefore　in　Sanwa　In－
ternational　Operation　Service，　a　subsidiary　company　of　Sanwa　Bank，　sev－
eral　persons　of　the　section　heads’volunteers　who　were　transferred　by　Sanwa
Bank　complained　to　the　Tokyo　Central　Labor　Standards　Inspection　Of丑ce
in　1998（October）that　the　bank　forced　them　to　work　overtime　without　in－
creased　rate　wages．
　　The　company　did　not　pay　the　increased　rate　wages　because　the　heads
of　the　sections　were　the　supervisors　or　managers．　The　article　410f　the
Labor　Standards　Law　provides　that　the　stipulations　concerning　working
hours，　recess　and　holidays　shall　not　apPly　to　the　persons　holding　Positions
of　supervision　or　management．
　　The　chief　of　the　Inspection　O伍ce　in　1999（February）corrected　and　took
lead　that　the　head　of　the　section　should　not　apply　to　the　article　41．　The
company　in　2000（November）reached　an　agreement　with　the　complainants
to　the　wages　including　increased　rate　wages　retroactive　to　two　years　ago．
　It　is　the　first　time　for　the　city　bank　to　pay　the　increased　rate　wages　for
the　overtime　work　of　the　senior　worker．
　Service　Overtime　Spreading　　At　smal1丘rms　or　even　at　big　compa－
nies　service　overtimes　are　spreading　with　a　few　exceptions．　One　company
worker　says　that　he　works　service　overtime　almost　every　day．　An　another
works　more　than　fifty　hours　service　overtimes　a　month　with　only　50，000　yen．
　Rengo　announced　for　the　first　time　the　substance　of　service　overtime　in
the　Spring　struggle　white　paper．　According　to　the　report　a　worker’s　service
overtime　hours　are　average　29．3　hours　a　month．　In　the　Itami　territory　of
Mitsubishi　Denki，　the　48　percent　of　the　workers　works　service　overtime
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and　their　service　overtime　hours　are　37　hours　a　month　according　to　Itami
territory　2000　Spring　Struggle　Opinionaire．
Why　does　Japanese　worker　work　service　overtime　Ishould　like　to
supPose　some　reasons．
　　（1）In　a　company　a　definite　Iimit　of　increased　rate　wages　for　overtime
work　is　prescribed　by　the　company　rule．　The　worker　in　that　case　can　not
get　the　wages　over　the　defenite　sum　even　if　he　works　overtime　for　Iong
hours．　The　work　over　the　limit　is　service　overtime　work．　Therefore　he
submits　his　self　report　on　overtime　work　within　the　company　rule．
　　（2）If　a　company　takes　the　policy　that　when　overtime　exceeds　a　de丘nite
hours，　the　company　decreases　bonus，　the　worker’s　self　report　on　overtimes　to
the　company　is　within　the　limit　of　the　company　rule　and　his　work　overtime
over　the　de五nite　hours　is　a　service　overtime．
　　（3）On　the　other　hand　service　overtime　work　is　undesirable　for　employee
and　desirable　for　employer　and　a　worker　may　utilize　long　service　overtime
work　and　expects　to　obtain　promotion　by　the　service　overtime　work．
　　Service　overtime　work　shows　loyalty　to　company　and　it　increases　efficincy．
Especia11y　in　case　of　disabity　a　worker　increases　e伍ciency　only　by　service
overtime　work　which　may　injure　his　health．
　　（4）To　exercise　the　worker’s　rights　which　are　stipulated　by　law　is　at　the
same　time　the　obligation　to　exercise　the　rights　for　workers　and　their　trade
unions．　Why　don’t　Japanese　workers　and　their　unions　exercise　the　law
which　has　been　already　enforced　since　1947．　It’s　because　employees　them－
selves　don’t　exercise　their　own　rights　and　employers　don’t　let　their　employ－
ees　exercise　the　legal　rights　and　the　inspectors　also　don’t　inspect　enough．　A
Japanese　employee　is　individually　very　weak．　Therefore　an　employer，　an　in－
spector　and　a　trade　union　where　there　is　a　trade　union，　too　bear　responsible
for　service　overtiτne．
In　Expectation　of　Exercising　the　Rights　of　Workers　Rengo　and　Zen一
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roren　both　two　biggest　federations　of　Japan’s　trade　unions　took　the　elim－
ination　plan　of　the　service　overtime　which　violates　the　Labor　Standards
Law　as　one　of　autumn　Struggle　for　2000　year．
　　According　to　Socialeconomic　Productivity　Center’s　Report　in　1999
（March）if　unpaid　overtime　works　were　eliminated，900，000　new　jobs　would
be　created　and　if　all　overtime　works　were　abolished　an　additiona11．7　million
jobs　would　become　available．
　　Even　if　unpaid　overtime　works　were　abolished，　the　burden　for　employer
would　not　be　so　heavy　because　the　overtime　pay　rate　is　only　at　least　25
percent　of　the　normal　wage．　It　is　50　percent　increased　rate　in　the　United
States　America．
　　Owing　to　overtime　Japanese　worker’s　working　hours　are　excessively　long．
　　In　connection　with　long　working　hours　Japanese　workers　often　fail　to
exercise　their　rights　to　use　their　paid　vacations．、　ln　European　and　U．S．
American　workers　use　almost　a11　the　paid　vacations，　but　in　Japanese　civil
servant　the　rate　to　use　their　annual　vacations　is　only　about　60　percent　and
in　case　of　the　non－o伍cial　workers　their　rate　is　less　than　60　percent．
　　The　various　measures　to　rise　the　rate　the　rate　have　been　taken　by　law．
て1）The　employer　shall　not　be　allowed　to　give　discriminative　treatment　to
worker　by　reason　of　exercising　his　paid　vacations（article　1340f　the　La－
bor　Standards　Law）．（2）The　endowing　the　workers　intentionally　with　the
exceeding　five　days　from　his　vacations　by　the　agreement　of　the　employ－
ees’representative　and　an　employer（paragraph　50f　the　article　39）．　But
Japanese　workers　themselves　shall　exercise　their　annual　paid　vacations．
V　　Death　from　Overwork
　Deth　from　overwork　is　not　unique　to　Japan．　But　in　Japan　workers　fre－
quently　work　overtime　without　payment　or　fail　to　exercise　their　right　to
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use　paid　vacations．　In　a　word　the　specific　character　of　their　way　to　work
is　service　overwork．
　　Japanese　working　hours　have　been　reduced　to　forty　hours　a　week，　but
owing　to　service　work　they　in　practice　have　never　changed．
Since　the　end　of　the　Second　World　War　Japanese　workers　have　contin－
uously　worked　hard　during　the　periods　of　not　only　boom　but　also　reces－
sion．　In　the　hard　works　service　works　have　been　included．　Specially　in
the　years　of　the　rapid　economic　growth　during　1960－1973，　Japanese　work－
ers　and　also　older　workers　worked　violently　and　more　violently，　and　were
called“M6retsu　Shain，　M6　M6retsu　Shain”．
　The　word　of‘‘㎞roshi”appears　The　word　of　Death　from　overwork
began　to　appear　in　1960　and　increased　in　1973．　Doctor　kuranojo　Uehata
used　the　Karoshi　for　the　first　time　as　death　from　overwork．
　　But　Labor　ministry’s　inspectors　have　not　used　the　word“karoshi”at　once
because　it　has　not　been　recognized　that　th　death　has　been　due　to　overwork．
　　The　court　began　to　recognize　that　the　death　form　overwork　was　due　to
overwork．　So　the　Labor　ministry’s　recognition　standards　changed　slowly
by　the　decisions　of　the　courts．
Administrative　Recognition　and　Change．　When　a　worker　dies　be－
cause　of　duty　the　Workmen’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance　Law　pay
compensation　to　the　bereaved　families　or　persons　who　were　dependent　on
the　worker’s　income　at　the　time　of　the　worker’s　death（article　16），　and
furthermore　by　article　23　the　government　shall　execute　the　insurance　ar－
rangement　regarding　death　resulting　from　duty　with　an　undertaking　covered
by　this　insurance．
　The　then　Labor　Ministry　attached　various　conditions　to“because　of　duty”，
and　the　ministry　did　not　recognize　that　the　death　from　overwork　was　due
to　the　overwork．
　Thereafter　the　public　opinion　and　the　decisiones　of　the　courts　recognized
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Karoshi　as　because　of　duty．　The　Labor　Ministry　reconsidered　its　views　by
the　public　opinions　and　the　courts’decisions．　The　Labor　Ministry　changed
slowly　its　recognition　standards　for　three　times，　the丘rst　recognition（1961），
the　second　recognition（1987），　the　third　recognition（1995）．
　Because　of　Duty　The　reognition　standards　of　the　Labor　Ministry　about
karoshi　as　following．
　（1）First　recognition（1961）The　cause　was　limited　to　the　brain　hemorrhage，
heart　diseases　or　sudden　accidents　just　before　death　and　reguired　medical
testlmony．
　（2）Second　Recognition（19871）The“just　before”was　revised　to“within
aweek”and　continuously　special　overwork　was　requested．
　Overwork　shall　be　so　for　general　workers　such　as　fellow　workers．
　And　the　Labor　Ministry　adopted　the　relatively　innuential　cause　theory．
　（3）Third　Recognition（1995）Overwork　shall　not　be　examined“within　a
week”，　but“before　a　week”．　The　Labor　Ministry　says　that　only　overwork
before　a　week　shall　not　examined　but　it　shall　be　examined　by　adding　over－
work　within　a　week．
　Overwork　is　not　for　general　workers　such　as　fellow　workers，　but　for　the
workers　whose　age　and　experience　are　the　same　grade．
　（4）The　Labor　Ministry　regarded　the　bereaved　fanily　as　a　person　who　is
responsible　for　the　testimony　of　cause．
　（5）The　Labor　Ministry　attachs　absolutely　importance　to　the　medical　tes－
tlmony．
　The　cour，t　criticism　continues
　The　Labor　Ministry’s　recognitions　have　been　changed　by　the　decisions
of　the　courts　which　renounced　the　determinations　of　the　Labor　Standards
Inspection　of且ce．
　Ishould　like　to　understand　the　Labor　Ministry’s　recognitions　by　the　de－
cisions　of　the　courts　and　deepen　their　understanding．
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　　（1）The　article　790f　the　Labor　Standards　Act　and　the　article　70f　the
workmen’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance　Law　stipulate　only“because
of　duty”，　but　the　Labor　ministry　added　continuously　special　overwork　as
arequisite．　Nagoya　District　Court　cites　and　criticizes　it．（August　26，1994
yasaku　Densetsu　case）．
　　（2）Nagano　District　Court（March　2，1999　Shin　Bishi　Denki　case）did　not
adopt　the　fellow　worker　opinion，　but　turned　its　attention　to　the　victim
worker　and　examined　himself　as　a　criterion．　The　Labor　Ministry　did　not
appeal　to　the　high　court　and　this　case　was　decided　finally．
　　（3）Shin　Bishi　Denki　case　also　adopted　the　relatively　influential　cause
theory．　According　to　the　case　the　innuential　cause　shall　not　be　decided　by
acriterion　of　healthy　workers，　but　by　a　criterion　of　the　workers　who　have
fundamental　disease．
　　（4）According　to　yasaku　Densetsu　case　and　Shin　Bishi　case　the　burden　of
proof　lies　upon　not　only　the　plaintiff，　but　also　the　defendant．
　　If　a　defendant　produces　no　evidence　to　the　contrary，　the　overwork　stimu－
lates　the　fundamental　disease　and　hasten　a　plaintiff’s　death．（Supreme　Court
July　17，2000　Yokohama　Minami　Inspection　Of巨ce（Yokohama　Branchi　of
the　Tokyo　Kaijo）case，　Supreme　Court　July　17，2000　Nishino　Miya　Inspec－
tion　Of五ce（Osaka　Awaji　Kotsu）case）．
　　The　court　says　in　the　Yasaku　Densetsu　case　that　the　burden　of　proof　upon
both　plainti丘and　defendant　is　suited　to　the　purpose　of　the　the　Workmen’s
Accident　Compensation　Insurance　Law　and　fair．
　（5）The　court　also　attachs　importance　to　the　medical　testimony，　but　in
comparison　with　the　Labor　Ministry　does　not　attach　importance　to　the
medical　testimony　and　sometimes　holds　a　different　view　from　the　medical
testlmony．
　According　to　the　Supreme　Cour’t　decision（October　14，1975）the　estab－
1ishment　ot　a　fact　by　evidence　concerning　cause　and　effect　at　the　lawsuit　is
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not　the　proof　of　the　natural　science　but　the　onC　of　high　degree　probability
between　the　fact　and　effect　from　which　the　relation　between　the　specific　fact
and　the　specific　effect　can　be　recognized　and　it　is　necessary　and　enough　for
common　persons　to　believe　firmly　in　the　truth　for　which　they　don’t　have　a
doubt．　This　Supreme　Cour’t　decision　is　frequently　cited　in　many　cases　and
very　famous．
　（6）Besides　the　．court　attachs　importance　to　fatigue，　and　the　court　decisions
which　regard　the　fatigue　accumulation　for　a　long　time　as　one　cause　of　death
are　not　a　few．　According　to　the　decisions　an　overwork　during　the　fatigue
accumulation　hastens　the　death．　As　one　old　case　a　national　hospital　case
（Tokyo　district　court，　an　acute　heart　death　case　Octover　15，1975）is　cited．
As　a　new　decision　Shin　Bishi　Denki　was　already　described．
VI　Suicide　from　Overwork
Why　does　he　kill　himself　？Who　is　responsible　for　his　death　？
As　the　interpretation　of　the　Worker’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance
Law，　the　Labor　Ministry　has　not　recognized　suicide　from　overwork　as　work
accident　till　August　of　1999　because　suiccide　in　principle　has　cut　the　relation
of　cause　and　effect．
　Therefore　the　bereaved　family　raised　a　civil　suite　against　the　company
because　the　dead　person　worked　hard　overtime　or　sevice　work　till　midnight
or　without　rest　day．　The　persons　who　won　a　lawsuit　appeared．
　Iwant　to　dscribe　dhiefly　two　cases．　One　is　Dentsu　case　about　common
and　young　worker．　Another　is　Kawatetsu　case　about　middle　manager．
　Dentsu　case　The　supreme　Court（March　24，2000）has　for　the　first　time
ruled　that　a　company　had　a　legal　responsibility　for　an　employee’s　suicide
caused　by　depression　from　overwork　in　a　civil　court　action．
　Facts　of　Overwork　　The　plaintiff　prsented　a　case　to　court　concerning
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his　son，　Ichiro’s　suicide　from　overwork．　Ichiro　joined　Dentsu　in　Apri11990，
worked　past　2　am．　about　four　times　per　month．　He　sometimes　returned
home　past　40r　5　am．．　From　the　end　of　November　he　did　not　return　home．
His　late　stay　increased　to　between丘ve　and　ten　times　every　month　in　1991
and　from　July　the　days　in　which　he　did　not　return　home　increased　and　even
if　he　returned　home　past　60r　7　am．，　he　started　home　about　8　am．　again．
He　fell　in　mental　depression　and　hanged　himsely　on　Aug．27，1991．
　In　the　company　there　was　no　time　card，　but　only　self　report　on　overtime
work，　about　average　three　hours　a　day．　The　time　record　of　midnight　leaving
company　which　the　company　proposed　in　the　court　was　very　useful　for
knowing　his　midnight　leaving　company．
　　Disrict　Court　decision　　The　district　court　ruled　that　Ichiro’s　suicide
was　caused　by　depression　due　to　exhaustion　from　overwork．　The　court　also
ruled　that　the　company　was　at　fault　because　it　did　not　take　any　concrete
measures　despite　of　knowing　Ichiro’s　bad　health．　The　court　ordered　to　pay
￥126million　in　damages．
　The　company　appealed　the　district　court　ruling，　claiming　that　according
to　the　working　hours　submitted　by　Ichiro　he　had　only　worked　two　or　three
overtime　hours　each　day．　It　also　claimed　that　Ichiro　himself　and　his　family
were　responsible　for　his　suicide．
　Tokyo　High　Court　Tokyo　High　Court　in　September，1997　also　recog－
nized　the　company　Dentsu’s　compensation，　but　added　the　some　responsibity
to　Ichiro　himself　and　his　parent　for　taking　care　of　his　health　and　reduced
30％of　the　amount　of　compensation　and　ordered　to　pay￥89　million．
　Supreme　Court　The　Supreme　Court　in　march　24，2000　upheld　lower
court　rulings　in　which　Dentsu　Inc，　was　held　responsible　for　neglecting　to
act　to　prevent　the　1991　suicide　of　a　24　year　old　employee　who　showed　signs
of　depression　from　overwork．
　The　supreme　court　ruled　that　employers　have　a　duty　to　prevent　their
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employees　from　suffering　stress　or　mental　fatigue　from　their　works，　and
Dentsu　neglected　to　fulfill　its　responsibility　over　Ichiro’s　excessive　amount
of　work　and　overtime．
　Although　the　distribution　of　hours　is　held　by　Ichiro’s　discretion，　a　super－
visor　decides　a　definite　time　to　finish　a　task　which　is　assigned　to　him．　As
the　quantity　of　his　task　is　large，　he　shall　work　overtime　and　midnight　to
finish　his　task　by　the　definite　time，
　　According　to　the　Supreme　Court　the　supervisors　knew　that　Ichiro’s　report
of　working　overtime　was　shorter　than　his　practical　overtime　and　recognized
that　he　stayed　up　all　night　to　carry　out　his　task　and　noticed　in　July，　this
year　that　his　health　beame　very　bad．　In　spite　of　his　health　the　supervisors
only　led　Ichiro　to　finish　his　task　by　the　definite　time　and　did　not　regulate
the　quantity　of　his　task．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　，
　　The　Supreme　Court　reversed　the　Tokyo　High　Court’s　ruling　that　Ichiro
and　his　family　also　were　at　fault．　It　said　that　Ichiro　was　diligent　and　had　a
keen　sense　of　responsibility　and　was　not　to　be　blamed　for　his　character．　It
said　also　that　his　parents　were　not　in　a　position　to　change　Ichiro’s　working
conditions　because　he　worked　as　an　independent　and　public　person．
　　The　Compromise　of　Dentsu　Case　The　Supreme　Court　returned　the　case
to　the　Tokyo　High　Court　to　decide　on　an　amount　of　compensation　greater
than　it　had　initially　rewarded．
　　The　Tokyo　High　Court　recommended　a　settlement　and　the　company　has
accepted　the　blame　for　the　suicide　of　an　employee　apparently　caused　by
depression　from　overwork．
　　After　agreeing　to　the　compromise，　June　23，2000，　Dentsu　Inc．　said“It．
deeply　regrets　the　suicide　of　Ichiro　Oshima　and　will　take　measures　to　pre－
vent　similar　deaths　by　more　completely　performing　employees’working　and
health　conditions”．　Dentsu　also　said“What　a　pity　a　promising　young　man，
mr．　Ichiro　Oshima　should　have　died．　It　prays　for　the　repose　of　a　sou1”．
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　According　to　the　second　content　of　the　settlement　Dentsu　shall　pay
￥168．57million．
　After　Dentsu　Case　After　Dentsu　case　the　cases　of　compensation　for
the　suicide　from　overwork　continue．　Hiroshima　district　court　recognize　the
company’s　legally　compensational　responsibility　for　suicide　from　overwork
in　the　circumstance　over　high　degree　temperature　at　a　subsidiary　company
of　Otafuku　Sauce　on　May　18，2000．　The　court　ordered　to　pay￥111　million
in　damages．　The　court　in　this　case　did　not　recognize“negligence　offset”
alike　Dentsu　of　the　supreme　court．
　　Kawatetsu　Case－middle　manager，s　suicide
　　Amiddle　manager　of　Kawatetsu，　Junichi　Watanabe，41　committed　suicide
by　jumping　from　the　six　floor　of　Kawasaki　Steel’s　Mizushima　plant　in　June
1991．Watanabe　was　promoted　to　a　junior　managerial　position　at　the　plant
in　Janiary　that　year．
　　Fhcts　of　Overwork　　He　worked　an　average　of　five　overtime　hours　each
weekly　and　ll　hours　each　holiday　until　he　killed　himself　in　June．　Therefore
his　working　hours　a　year　is　4420　hours　and　his　holidays　a　half－year　until
suicide　are　only　two　days，　new　year’s　Day　and　June　15．　His　working　hours
were　2，3　times　that　of　the　firm’s　designated　schedule．　Only　self　report　on
overtime　was　shorter　than　the　practical　working　hours，　and　the　almost
working　hours　were　sevice　overtime．
　Lawshute　In　1994　his　family　filed　suit　to　the　Kurashiki　Court　and　also
filed　also　filed　a　request　with　the　Kurashiki　Labor　Standards　Inspection
O伍ce．　The　Inspection　rejected　the　request．　During　the　court　hearings，
the　company　said　that　no　records　have　been　kept　to　ascertain　how　many
overtime　hours　he　worked．　The　companY　insisted　Watanabe’s　mental　prob－
lems　were　caused　by　his　dependence　on　alcohol　and　troubled　relations　with
family　members．
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　Kurashiki　Court　The　Kurashiki　branch　of　the　Okayama　District　Court
on　Feb．23，19980rdered　to　pay￥52　million　in　damages　to　the　family　of
an　employee　who　killed　himself　in　1991．
　The　company　said　that　it　did　not　order　to　overwork　and　a　junior　manager
should　manage　his　own　hours．　But　he　does　not　comform　to“Persons　holding
positions　of　supervision　or　management”（article　410f　Labor　Standards
Law）．　And　his　colleagues　knew　his　excessive　overtime．　They　desired　that
ajunior　manager’s　superior　othcer　should　reduce　his　task　and　urge　him　to
leave　the　company．　The　company　was　responsible　for　stopping　him　from
SerVICe　OVertlme．
The　court　recognized　that　Watanabe　killed　himself　after　suffering　depres－
sion　due　to　excessive　overtime，　but　reduced　the　amount　of　damages　on　the
grounds　that　his　lack　of　sleep－caused　by　his　habitual　drinking－contributed
to　his　depression．
In　March　this　year　Labor　Insurance　Committe　recognized　Watanabe’s
suicide　as　a　work　related　accident　for　the　first　time，
　Both　side　appealed　the　ruling　and　the　high　court’s　branch　recommended
in　April　that　they　seek　a　settlement．
　On　Octover　2，2000　the　compromise　was　concluded　and　the　content　is　di－
vided　in　two　point．　One　is　the　company’s　regret　for　the　family　and　the
prays　for　the　repose　of　a　soul．　They　are　almost　the　same　as　the　Dentsu
settlement．　The　other　is￥113．50　million　as　an　amount　of　compromise
money．　From　the　point　of　view　about　the　amount　of　compromise，　I　suppose
the　settlement　did　not　regard　the　negligence　offset　and　the　company　with－
drawed　the　blames　for　Watanabe’s　alcohol　drinking　and　the　family　troubles
in　accordance　with　the　supreme　court　deceision　of　Dentsu。
　　Besides，　the　Sapporo　District　Court　in　September，1998，　recognised　the
suicide　of　the　scene　chief　who　was　transferred　to　the　public　and　construction
company　as　from　overwork，　and　ordered　to　pay￥92　million　in　damages．
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In　the　case　the　court　recognised　the　negligence　of　the　compapy，　but　did　not
recognise　the　fault　of　the　worker．　Both　the　plaintiff　and　the　defendant　did
not　appeal　to　the　high　court，　and　the　district　court　decision　was　decided
finally．
　According　to　the　decision，　the　construction　work　was　very　late　owing　to
heavily　buried　snow　and　for　two　or　three　months　just　before　the　suicide
he　worked　over　an　average　of　three　hours　and　a　half　and　suffered　from
insomnia．　Although　he　received　a　diagnosis　in　a　hospital，　the　company　did
not　take　any　measures　despite　it　had　a　obligation　to　take　care　of　his　haelth
because　of　excessive　overtime　work．
　In　the　two　middle　manager’s　cases　the　discretional　working　hours　create
sad　accidents．
　　Administrative　View，s　Change
　　As　the　interpretation　of　the　workmen’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance
Law，　the　Labor　Ministry　had　not　recognised　suicide　from　overwork　as　the
death　due　to　causes　of　occupational　accidents　in　principle　for　a　long　time
because　the　the　connection　between　cause　and　effect　was　cut．　But　with　an
exception　a　suicide　from　only　the　state　of　dementia　with　which　a　suicide’s
free　will　decission　did　not　interfere　was　recognised　by　the　Labor　Ministry．
　After　Tokyo　High　Court’s　decision　of　Dentsu　damages　case　in　1997
（March），　Tokyo　central　Labor　Standards　lnspection　Oflice　in　1998（August）
decided　to　r6cognize　Dentsu　case　as　the　death　due　to　causes　of　occupational
accidents．　Nagano　District　court　in　1999（March）took　the　same　conclusion
about　a　suicide　of　a　press　worker　in　Shin　Bishi　Denki　case．　The　Labor
Ministry　did　not　appeal　to　the　high　court．　The　rulings　including　Shin　Bishi
Denki　case，　Dentsu　case　and　the　like　led　the　Labor　Ministry（September　14，
1999）broaden　its　criteria　for　work－related　accidents．　According　to　them
when　a　mental　power　to　check　suicide　is　impeded，　work－relation　presume．
（Ki　Hatsu　number　544）．
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　The　administrative　actions　to　recognize　suicide　from　overwork　as　the
death　due　to　causes　of　occupational　accidents　including　Kyoto－Maizuru　Hi－
dachi　Shipbuilding　case（May，2000）continue　in　succession．
VII　prevention
　The　workmen’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance　Law　has　reached　the
ILO　standard．　The　application　of　the　law　was　very　delayed，　but　in　ac－
cordance　with　public　opinions　and　rulings　it　has　been　revised　for　Karoshi
through　three　stages　as　already　stated　for　forty　years　and　especially　the
Labor　Ministry　in　1999（September）has　opened　a　door　of　the　law　for　suicide
from　overwork．　Therefore　the　beleaved　family　of　Karoshi　or　suicide　from
overwork　can　get　a　pension　and　the　other　welfare　of　the　law　more　easily
and　speady　than　before．
　The　Prevention　Statement　of　Dentsu　and　Kawatetsu
　The　Supreme　Court　in　March，2000　as　already　stated，　upheld　both　Tokyo
District　court　and　Tokyo　High　court　rulings　in　which　Dentsu　Inc．　was　held
responsible　for　neglecting　to　act　to　prevent　the　suicide　of　an　employee　from
overwork，　but　the　Supreme　Court　reversed　the　Tokyo　High　court’s　ruling
that　the　suicide　and　his　family　were　at　fault　and　returned　the　case　to　the
High　court．
　The　Tokyo　High　Court　recommended　a　settlement．　According　to　the　the
comprQmise　Dentsu　deeply　regret　the　suicide　and　will　pay￥168．57　million
and　take　measures　to　prevent　similar　deaths　by　more　completely　performing
employees’working　and　health　conditions．
　Kawatetsu（Kazuhiro　Yuge，　general　affairs　section　chief　of　the　Mizushima
works）also　after　agreeing　to　its　compromise，　release　a　comment　saylng，
“We　will　do　everything　in　our　power　to　prevent　similar　incidents　and　main一
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tain　worker’s　health”（The　Japan　Times，　October　3，2000）．
　The　statementsus　of　Dentsu　and　Kawatetsu　shall　be　in　practice　executed．
　　Pointing　out　of　Supervisor’s　Negligense　in　Dentsu　and　Kawatetsu．
　　The　relief　by　court　or　administration　may　be　large　in　pension　or　compen－
sation　in　damages　and　a　a　little　compensation　for　the　soul　of　the　family．
But　a　dead　person　will　not　return　home　to　talk　merrily　for　ever．
Why　did　he　die　or　kill　himself　？It’s　a　death　from　overwork　or　suicide
from　overwork．　Who　is　the　responsible　person　？
　　The　supreme　court　ruled　that　employers　had　a　duty　to　prevent　their　em－
ployees　from　suffering　stress　or　mental　fatigue　from　their　works．
　　Asupervisor　decides　a　definite　time　to　finish　a　task．　As　the　quantity　of
Ichiro’s　task　is　large，　he　shall　work　overtime　and　midnight　to　finish　his　task
by　the　definite　time．　The　supervisors　knew　that　Ichiro’s　report　of　working
time　was　shorter　than　his　practical　overtime．　In　spite　of　his　bad　health　they
only　led　Ichiro　to　finish　his　task　by　the　definite　time　and　did　not　regulate
the　quantity　of　his　task．　In　the　case　the　supervisors’negligense　shall　be
pointed　out．
　Also　in　Kawatetsu　suicide　case　the　same　thing　is　found．　His　colleagues
knew　his　excessive　overtime．　They　desired　that　a　junior　manager’s　superior
o伍cer　should　reduce　his　task　and　urge　him　to　leave　the　company．　The
company　was　responsible　for　stopping　him　from　service　overtime。
　There　were　no　time　records　both　in　Dentsu　and　Kawatetsu．　Ichiro　and
Watanabe　themselves　submitted　their　over．time　to　the　company．　Their　sub－
mitted　overtime　was　shorter　than　the　overtime　in　practice．　There　was
SerVICe　OVertlme．
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VIII　Conclusion
　Karoshi　or　Suicide　from　overwork　including　Service　work　is　contrary　to
the　international　common　sence　and　Japan’s　shame　in　the　world．　It’s　repeal
or　preyention　is　the　most　important　obligation　for　Japanese．　The　Labor
Ministry　for　the　first　time　on　Aug，9，2000　issued　circulanotices　to　the　chief
of　prefecturel　Labor　Standards　OMce　concerning‘‘the　guide　to　building　of
worker’s　mental　health　in　the　working　place”．　The　notices　decide　each
mental　health　care　for　employear，　supervisor　and　worker．　They　request
for　supervisor．（1）Grasping　the　concrete　problems　concerning　work　cir－
cumstance，　working　way，　working　hours　and　aiming　at　improvements（2）
Taking　care　for　shirking　excessively　long　hours　or　mental　burden，　respon－
sibility　to　individual　worker．
　Employer　bears　legally　Iast　responsibility　for　surpervisor，　and　worker　is
victim　of　supervisor．　So　I　take　up　only　supervisor．　In　case　of　Dentsu　and
Kawatetsu　supervisors　were　responsible　persons　in　practice．
Who　checks　such　a　case．　Japan’s　worker　himself　shall　check　it，　but　Japan’s
workers　have　been　oppressed　and　protected　for　a　long　time　and　they　don’t
have　individuality　and　personality，　and　generally　now　weak．　Hereafter　they
shall　realize　and　establish　themselves．
　Although　Japan’s　trade　unions　are　company　unions　and　low　in　organiza－
tion　rate，　they　shall　be　in　a　position・to　check　Karoshi．　Dentsu　and　Kawatetsu
unions　have　not　performed　their　duties．　They　shall　watch　the　compromise
and　the　company’s　statement．
　Especially　they　shall　watch　the　supervisors。　The　supervisors　sha11　not　only
follow　the　president　but　also　，offer　honest　advice　to　him　by　the　supreme　rul－
ing　and　the　Labor　ministry’s　notices．　I　expect　the　actions　of　the　Inspection
O缶ce．
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Postscript
Second　Health　Examination　　In　order　to　prevent　Karoshi　in　the　previous
steps　of　the　disease　which　is　the　cause　of　Karoshi，　the　government　revised
some　laws，　the　Workmen’s　Accident　Compensation　Insurance　Law　and　the
like　which　should　be　enforced　on　April　1，2001．
　The　main　is　the　second　health　examination．　The　examination　is　held
when　a　doctor　diagnoses　as　unusual　views．
　In　regard　to　the　second　health　examination　an　employer　does　not　neces・
sarily　bear　the　wages　for　the　hours，　and　workers　shall　negotiate　and　decide
them．
　Based　on　the　results　of　the　second　health　examination，　an　employer　shall
take　specific　leadings　such　as　nutrition，　movement　on　life，　and　take　neces・
sary　measures　such　as　shifting　the　worker　to　another　job，　shortening　his
working　hours　or　prohibiting　midnight　labor．
General　Discretional　Working　Hours
　The　general　discretional　working　hours　stipulation（article　38－40f　the
Labor　Standards　Law）was　enforced　on　April　1，2000．　Many　workmen
worked　hard　and　long　overtime　including　service　work　without　time　cards
to　death　from　overwork．
　Although　this　article　38－4　stipulates　many　requisites　and　its　notification
of　Labor　ministry　requires　the　provision　of　time　cards　et　cetera　in　order　to
investigate　the　workers’health　conditions，　the　workers　who　want　promotion
may　long　overtime　and　midnight　competently．　The　labor　and　management
commission　of　this　article，　especially　Labor　Standards　Inspection　OfHce
shall　strictly　inspect　to　prevent　Karoshi．
　Furthermore　inspector，　trade　union　or　workers’group　shall　inspect　long
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overtime，　service　overtime　especially　concerning　flexible　time（article　32－
3），quasi　working　hour（article　38－2）on　professional　worker’s　discretionaI
working　hour（article　38－3）．
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